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The two-dimensional J cobian conjecture states that given f and g in C[x~ y], if the Jacobian 
8(f, g)/O(x,y) ~ C x, then the transformation (f,g) : C x C~C x C is invertible. In this paper we 
give a proof of this under the further assumption that the degree of f or g has at most two prime 
factors. 
1. Let f and g be complex polynomials, f, g e C[x, y]. Put 
[f,g]= fx fy , 
gx gy 
the Jacobian of (f, g ) :C  2 --,C 2. If  (f, g) is invertible, x,y e C[f, g], then it is easy to 
see that If, g] is a non-zero constant, [f,g] e C ×. The Jacobian conjecture is the 
converse: If If, g] e C × then (f, g) is invertible. 
2. The Jacobian conjecture is still not settled, but some partial results are known 
(see [1] for a recent survey). In 1955, A. Magnus [2] proved the following. Put 
m = deg(f) ,  n = deg(g). If If, g] e C x, and m or n is prime, then (f, g) is invertible. 
Later, in 1977, Nakai-Baba [3], by making an elegant use of weighted gradings on 
C[x,y], extended Magnus' result to include the cases when m or n is 4, and when 
the larger of m and n is twice an odd prime. Our partial result is the following. 
Theorem. I f  [f, g] ~ C x, and m or n has at most two prime factors, then (f, g) is 
invertible. 
3. Before we get into the proof of this theorem, several remarks are in order. If 
(f, g) = (Ax + By*, Cy) or (f, g) = (Cx, Ay + Bxk), where k is an integer _ 0, A and 
C e C x, and B ~ C, then clearly (f, g) is invertible. Such a transformation (f, g) is 
called an elementary transformation. The composite of elementary transformations 
is clearly invertible. Wright [4] has shown that if (f, g) is invertible, then it is a com- 
posite of elementary transformations. Although this is a nice result to know, we do 
not make use of it. However, in trying to show that a given (f, g) is invertible, we 
are free to pre- or post-transform it by any elementary transformation. 
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4. Given f and g in C[x,y], we shall write f -g  to mean that f=Ag for some 
A ~ C ×. If f and g are non-zero forms of degrees m and n, respectively, and 
[f, g] = 0, then it is easy to see that f -  h m~ and g-  h nl for some form h of degree 
d=gcd(m,n), and where ml =m/d,  n l=n/d  (cf. (22)). 
5. Let f and geC[x,y] and suppose [f,g] eC  x. Let m=deg( f )and  n =deg(g). If 
m = n = 1, then clearly (f, g) is invertible, x, y ~ C[f, g]. Assume that m > 1 or n > 1. 
Let fm (resp. gn) be the highest homogeneous component of f (resp. g). Then 
[fm, gn] =0 and hence, by (4), fm-h  m' and gn-h" '  for some form h. We may 
assume that fm =hm~ and gn =h"l. If we knew that, say, m divides n, then with 
k = n/m, deg(g - fk )< n and we can use induction on the degree to finish the pro- 
blem. Thus it would be nice to be able to prove: if [f, g] e C x, then m divides n or 
n divides m. 
6. In view of (5) we set up the hypothesis as follows. Let f, g e C[x,y] and put 
deg(f )  =din, deg(g) = dn, where gcd(m, n) = 1. Suppose [f, g] e C x. We would like 
to show that m = 1 or n = 1. Magnus' result is that if d= 1, then m = 1 or n = 1. 
Nakai-Baba's result is that if d_< 2, then m = 1 or n = 1. Our result is that if d is a 
prime number, then m = 1 or n = 1, i.e. we have the following 
Theorem. Let f ,  g, m, n and d be as above. I f  d is 1 or a prime number, then m = 1 
or n=l .  
7. In case it is not completely obvious why the theorem in (6) implies the theorem 
in (2), here is a proof. Suppose, say, m has at most two prime factors. Then 
gcd(m, n) = 1, p, q or pq, where p and q are prime numbers. If gcd(m, n) =pq, then 
m =pq and m divides n. In all other cases, by (6), m divides n or n divides m 
and n is 1 or a prime number. Then with k=n/m and a suitable A e C ×, gl = 
g-Afk~ C[f, g] has degree nl <n (cf. (5)). By induction on gcd(m, n) such that m 
or n has at most two prime factors, x, ye  C[f, gl] cC[ f ,  g]. Similarly for the other 
case. 
8. The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of the theorem in (6). We shall first 
list some key lemmas needed to prove the theorem, then deduce the theorem from 
them, and then turn to the proofs of the lemmas. 
9. Following Nakai-Baba we consider various weighted gradings on C[x; y]. By a 
(rational) direction we mean a pair (p, q) of integers uch that gcd(p, q) = 1 and p > 0 
or q>0.  Let (p,q) be a direction. A function f :C2~C is called (p,q)-homo- 
geneous of degree n if 
f(tPx, tqy) = tnf(x, y) for all x, y and t. (A) 
10. By a (p, q)-form we mean a non-zero (p, q)-homogeneous polynomial f~  C[x, y]; 
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its (p, q)-degree is denoted by dp, q(f). A (p, q)-form of degree n looks like 
f=  ~ Aijxiy j, 
pi+qj=n 
where Aij e C. If pq < 0, then dp, q( f )  could be negative. If f is a (p, q)-form, then 
every factor of f is a (p, q)-form. Every fe  C[x,y] has the (p,q)-decomposition 
f=~nfn  into (p,q)-homogeneous components fn of degree n. The (p,q) com- 
ponent of highest degree is called the (p, q)-leading form of f. 
11. Given f~ C[x, y], let Sy denote the set of points (i,j) in Z x 7/such that Axiy  j is 
a term of f for some A e C ×. Let IVy denote the convex hull of SfU {(0, 0)}. f is a 
(p, q)-form iff Sf~O and Sf is contained in a line of slope -p /q .  We can now state 
the key lemmas: there are five of them. 
12. Lemma. Let f and g ~ C[x, y] and assume [ f  g] - 1. Put dl, l ( f )  = dm and 
dl, l(g) =dn, where gcd(m, n) = 1, dm> 1 and dn > 1. Then for  each direction (p, q), 
there is a (p,q)-form h o f  positive degree such that h m (resp. hn) - the  (p,q)- 
leading form of  f (resp. g). 
13. Lemma. Let f, g, m, n and d be as in (12). Let h be a (1, 1)-form given by (12). 
Then there are inequivalent linear fo rms xl, Yl and distinct non-negative integers 
a, b such that h a b =xIY  1 • 
14. Lemma. Let f ,  g, m, n and d be as in (12). Then there exists a convex polygon 
(i.e. a closed polygonal region) W with vertices in 7/× Z such that IVy = m W and 
Wg=nW. 
15. Lemma. Let f,  g, m, n, d and W be as in (14). I f  E & an edge o f  W with a 
negative slope -p /q ,  where gcd(p,q)= 1 and q>0, then p= 1 or q= 1. 
16. Lemma. Let f ,  g, m, n, d and W be as in (14). I f  d is  1 or apr ime number, then 
W is a triangle. 
17. Lemma (12) and the idea behind the proof of Lemma (14) are due to Nakai- 
Baba. As will be clear from the proof of the theorem given in (19) and (20) below, 
if we could show that W is a triangle without any condition on d, then the conjecture 
would be settled. 
18. Given f and g as in (14), the convex polygon W is called the basic web for (f, g) 
in terms of (x,y). Since [ f ,g ] -  1, (1,0) and (0, 1)eSyUSg and hence W must con- 
tain vertices (a, 0) and (0, b) with a > 0 and b > 0. 
19. Lemma. Let f ,  g, m, n, d and W be as in (14). I f  W is a triangle with vertices 
(0, 0), (0, 1), (d, 0), then m = 1 or n = 1. 
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Proof. The direction of the edge between (d,0) and (0, 1) is (1,d) and h=y+Ax d
with A ~:0 is a (1,d) form given by (12). Put xl =x and Yl =Y +Axd. We have 
f--Y~ + E Aijxiy j" 
i+dj<dm 
The term xiy j gives rise to terms --X~+dkyJl-k for O< k <_j and (i + dk) + d( j -  k)= 
i+dj<dm. Thus the basic web W1 for (f,g) in terms of (xl,Yl) is a triangle with 
vertices (0, 1), (0, 0) and (dl, 0) with 0 <dl  < d, provided dl m > 1 and din > 1. Thus 
if m > 1 and n > 1, then this process can go on forever, which is absurd. 
20. Proof of the Theorem. By (16), W is a triangle. We may assume that the vertices 
of W are (0,0), (d,O) and (O,c) with c<_d. Let (p,q) be the direction of the edge be- 
tween (d,O) and (O,c). By (15), p= 1 or q= 1. Since c<_d, if q= 1, then p= 1. Thus 
p = 1 in any case, and cq = d. if d= 1 then c = 1 and we are finished by (19). Suppose 
d is a prime number and c> 1. Then q= 1 and c=d. Thus, by (13), there are linear 
forms Xl +Yl and integers a ,b  such that h a b =XlYl is a (1, 1)-form as in (12). We 
have a + b = d and 
. am.  bm - -  " " f - -xl  Yl -1- ~ Ai jx~/.  
i+j<dra 
Thus the basic web WI for (f,g) in terms of (xl,Yl) has a vertex (a,b). But, since 
Wl is a triangle by (16), ab=O, say b=0.  Then a=d and W l has vertices (d,0) and 
(0,cl) with 0<Cl<d. Then cl= 1 and we are finished by (19). 
21. We now turn to the proofs of the 5 lemmas (12) through (16). These proofs are 
in turn dependent on various lemmas. First of all, by differentiating the relation (A) 
with respect o t, we obtain 
Euler's Lemma. I f  f :  C2~C is a differentiable (p,q)-homogenous function of 
degree n, then pxfx + qyfy = nf. 
22. Lemma. Let f and g be (p, q)-forms of degrees dm> O, dn > O, respectively, 
where gcd(m, n) = 1. I f  [f, q] = O, then there is a (p, q)-form h of degree d such that 
f -  h m and g -  h n. 
Proof (cf. Proposition 2of [3]). First suppose that m = n = 1. Then by Euler's lemma 
and hence 
gy/ \qY /  
This implies that f -g .  In case m~n,  by considering fn and gm, we get that 
fn_gm.  The result now follows using unique factorization in C[x,y]. 
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23. Let f and g e C[x; y] and suppose [f, g ] -  1. Let f=  F. f/ and g = ~ gj be the 
(p, q)-decompositions into (p, q)-forms f/(resp, gj) of degree i (resp. j). Then since 
the (p, q)-degree of [fi, gj] is i+ j -p -q ,  
[f/, gj] I=  0, i fk:/:p+q, 
~+j=k -- 1, if k=p+q.  (B) 
Lemma (12) follows from this and (22). 
24. Lemma. Let f, g, m, n, d and h be as in (12). Then there is a (p,q)-form w and 
an integer N > 0 such that [h, w] = h N. 
25. Since the proof of (24) requires an entirely different type of argument, we 
postpone it until the end. Let us assume it for now and prove the remaining lemmas 
(13) through (16). 
26. Lemma. Let ~p be an irreducible (p, q)-form and F a (p, q)-homogeneous rational 
function of degree n =/: 0 belonging to the local ring 
R¢= {f/glf ,  geC(x, yl, g~O (mod q0}. 
I f  [~,F] -0  (mod ~), then F---O (rood ~). 
Proof. By Euler's lemma and the hypothesis, 
(~x -¢y~fFy~_(O) (modq 0 
qy px / \ Fx / nF 
and hence, with d=dp, q(~), 
px ~y~ ( 0 ~ = dtp(F~) _ (~)  (mod ~p)" 
-qY Ox/ \nF]  
Thus q~ynF-O and ~xnF-O (mod ~). But, since ~yn~O or q~xn~O (mod tp), F -0  
(mod ~). 
27. Lemma. Let w and h be (p, q)-forms with dp, q(W) ~ O. I f  [h, w] - 0 (mod h), then 
every irreducible factor of  h divides w. 
Proof. Let ~p be an irreducible factor of h and put h = q)ihl, hi ~0 (mod ~p). Then 
[h,w]-icpi-lhl[~p,w] (mod~p i) and hence [~p,w]----0 (mod~p). Thus, by (26), tp 
divides w. 
28. Lemma. Let w and h be (p,q)-forms uch that [h, w] =hN for some N> 1. I f  
p+q>0 and dp, q(h)>_O, then h divides w. 
Proof. Let ~ be an irreducible factor of h and put h = ~ih I and W=(ffJw1, hlwl ~0 
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(mod ~p). If i<j, then ~i+1 divides w. Assume i>_j. Modulo (p2i, 
O- [h, w] = [~Oihl, (pJWl] 
= q~i+J[hl, Wl] + iq) i+j- lh I [tp, Wl] _ j~ i+ j -  lwl [~0, hi] 
and hence ihl [tp, wl] - jwl  [q~, hi] -=0 (mod ~). Consider F= w~/h j ~R~. We have 
[~o,F]=(w~-i j+l /h I )(ihl[¢p, wl]-jw1[tp, hl])=-O (modtp). 
We claim that dp, q(F):/=O. Put a=dp, q(h), fl=dp, q(W), t~l=dp, q(hl), fll=dp, q(wl) 
and d=dp, q(tp). Since [h,w]=h N, f l=(N-1)a+p+q.  Since N>I ,  or_>0 and 
p+q>0,  ]~>a. Since i>0,  i>_j and a>_O, ifl>ja. Since a=id+al and fl=jd+fll ,
we get that ifll >jt~l. Thus dp, q(F)= ial-J i l l  >0. By (26), F -0  (mod (p) and hence 
w 1 -0  (mod ep) which is false. Thus i<j. We have shown that if ~01, ...,tPr are the 
irreducible factors of h, then htPl --. (Pr divides w. 
29. Corollary. Let f, g, m, n, d and h be as in (24). I f  p + q > O, then [h, w] = h for 
some (p, q)-form w. 
30. Lemma. Given h and w in C[x, y], if [h, w] = h, then w is square-free. 
Proof. Let q~ be an irreducible factor of w and put h =~ih I and w=~JWl where 
hlwl~O (mod ~p). Then ~ihl= [q~ihl,q~Jwl]-O (mod tp i+ j - l )  and hence i>_i+j-1 
which implies j _  1. 
31. Lelnma. Let h be a (1, 1)-form. I f  [h, w] =h for some (1, 1)-form w, then 
h a b for some linear forms xl ÷Yl and non-negative integers a:/: b. =XlYl 
Proof. Since [h, w] =h,  dl, l(W)=2, w is square-free by (30). Thus W=XlY 1 for 
some linear forms Xl ÷Yl. Then, by (27), h = x~yl b for some a and b. Since [h, w] = 
[x~y~,xlyl]=(a-b)x~Ybl [xl,Yl], a .b .  
32. Lemma (13) now follows from (29) and (31). We can also take care of Lemma 
(14); it is a consequence of (13). Let h =x[y~ be as in (13). W h is a triangle or a line 
segment. Let (al ,bl)  be a vertex of Wh other than (0,0) and drop the Subscripts. 
Then (ma, rob) (resp. (na, nb)) is a vertex of Wf (resp. Wg). Suppose a > 0. Then let 
Ef (resp. Eg) be the left edge of Wf (resp. Wg) from (ma, mb) (resp. (na, nb)). Claim 
that Ef and Eg are parallel. (This is trivial if W h is a right triangle.) Since (0, 1) 
SfLJSg, the slope of Ef or of Eg is <b/a. Let (i, g) (resp. (k,l)) be the other vertex 
of Ef (resp. Eg). Suppose Ef and Eg are not parallel. Then 
mb- j  nb - I  
ma-  i na-  k ' 
say >.  Then l /k > b/a and we can choose a direction (p, q) such that (ma, mb) is 
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the (p, q)-leading point of Sf and (k, l) is the (p, q)-leading point of Sg. Then we get 
the contradiction that 
[xma y rob, xk  y I ] = m(  al - b k )x ana+ k -  l ymb + l -  1 = 0 
by (23). Thus Ey and Eg are parallel. Next we claim that i / j  = k/l. In fact, take a 
direction (p,q) such that (i,j) (resp. (k,l)) is the (p,q)-leading point of Sf (resp. 
Sg). Then by (23) 
[xiy j xky t] = ( i l - j k )x  i+ k -  l y j  + l -  1 = 0 
and hence i l=jk. We now have the similarity of the triangles 
((0, 0), (ma, mb), (i, j)) and ((0, 0), (na, nb), (k, 1)). 
Since (m,n)= 1, we get (a l ,b l )~Z×Z such that 
(i,j) = (mal,mbl) and (k, 1) = (nal,nbl). 
If al > 0, then repeat he argument above. If b > 0, then we can go to the right also. 
In this way we arrive at the desired polygon W. This completes the proof of (14). 
33. Lemma. Let h and w be (p, q)-forms such that [h, w] = h. 
(i) I f  p> 1 and q> 1, then h -xayb  for  some non-negative integers a#:b. 
(ii) I f  p= 1 and q> 1, then h -xa(y+ Bxq)a for  some non-negative integers ag:b 
and B ~ C. 
Proof. Since [h, w] =h, dp, q(W)=p+q. If p> 1 and q> 1, then w-xy  and hence 
h-xay  b for some non-negative integers a and b by (27) and a~b as in (31). Sup- 
pose p = 1 and q> 1. Then 
w =Axy + Bx q+ 1 
for some A and BeC.  A~0 by (30) and w-x(y+Bx q) for some BeC.  Then 
h ~xa(y+Bxq)  b for some non-negative integers a and b by (27) and a~b as before. 
34. Lemma (15) follows from (29) and (330)). In fact, let h be a (p,q)-form given 
by (12) for the direction (p,q) of the edge E. Then p>0,  q>0 and h is not a 
monomial. Thus p = 1 or q = 1. 
35. Lemma. Let h and w be (0, 1)-forms uch that [h, w] = h. Let xay b be the (1, 1)- 
leading term of  h and b>0.  I f  b does not divide a, then h=(x -A)ayb  for  some 
A~C.  
Proof. Put h=ybH(x), H~C[x].  Since [h,w]=h, d0,1(w)=l. Put w=yW(x),  
W~C[x]. If deg W= 1, then w-(x ,A)y  for some A ~C and hence h=(x-A)ay  b 
by (27). Suppose n = deg W> 1. We have 
[ybH, y W] = yb(H' W-  bHW')  = y°H 
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and hence 
H'W-bHW'=H.  
The formal degree of the left side is a + n -  1 and this is >a. Thus a-bn  = 0 and 
b divides a. 
36. Lemma. Let  h and w be (p, q) - forms such that [h, w] = h. Let p < O, xay b be the 
(1, 1)-leading term o f  h, a > b > 1 and -p /q  < (b - 1)/a. I f  (a, b) = 1, then h = xay b. 
Proof .  Replace -p  by p so that the direction is ( -p ,  q). Put h =xiyJH(t)  and 
w = xky  W(t), where t = xqy p and H(0) W(0) :~ 0. Put a = d_p, q(h), fl = d_p, q(W) and 
c = i l - j k ;  a = q j -p i  = qb -pa  and fl = q l -pk .  Since [h, w] = h, fl = q -p  and hence 
k = l = 1 by (30). Thus w = xy W and we have 
[h, w] = x iy j ( f l tH  'W-  a tHW'  + cHW)  = xiyJH. 
I f  c=0,  the left side is divisible by yJ+P. Thus c#:0 and 
f l tH '  W-  a tHW'  + cHW = H. (c) 
Put m = deg h and n = deg W. If n = 0, then m = 0 by (27) and h = xiy j = xay b. Sup- 
pose n>0.  Since the formal degree of the left side of (C) is m + n, 
]Ym - an + c = 0. (D) 
It remains to show that this is impossible under the conditions imposed on (a, b) and 
( -p ,  q). We have 
a=i+mq and b=j+mp.  
Since a = qb-pa  and/~= q-p  and c=j - i ,  (D) gives that 
a(pn + 1) = b(qn + 1). 
Suppose (a, b)= 1. Then 
pn + l = b~. and qn + l = aA 
for some integer 2 > 0. Then 
bA-  1 p b - I  
aA - 1 q a 
and hence a(2 - 1) + b_< 1. Thus b = 1, a contradiction. 
37. Let f ,  g, m, n, d and W be as in (14). Call a vertex (a, b) of Wpos i t ive  if there 
is a direction (p, q) such that p > 0, q > 0 and (a, b) is the (p, q)-leading point of W. 
If (a, b) is a positive vertex of W, then a ~ b. In fact, choose a direction (p, q) such 
that p> 1, q> 1 and (a, b) is the (p, q)-leading point of W and let h be a (p, q)-form 
given by (12). Then by (29) and (33(i)), a:#b. 
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38. Lemma. Let f, g, m, n, d and W be as in (37). Let (a, b) be a positive vertex 
of  Wsuch that ab > 0 and E the left edge of  W from (a, b). Let (p, q) be the direction 
of  E; note q > O. I f  p > O, then q = 1 and the other vertex of  E is (0, pa + b). 
Proof. Let h be a (p, q)-form given by (12). Suppose p>0.  Then [h, w] = h for some 
(p, q)-form w by (29). Suppose q > 1. If p > 1, then h is a monomial by (33(i)). Thus 
p= 1. Then by (33(ii)), h-x i (y+Axq)  j for some non-negative integers i~ j  and 
A e C. Since h is not a monomial,  A ~ 0. Since E is the convex hull of S h, (a, b) = 
( i+qj ,0)  and b=O. Thus q=l .  Then by (33(ii)), h-y J (x+AyP)  i for some non- 
negative integers i~ j  and A e C ×. Since E is the convex hull of Sh, (i,j)= (a, b) and 
the other vertex of E is (0, pa + b). 
39. Lemma. Let f, g, m, n, d, W, (a,b) and (p,q) be as in (38). I f  p<O, then b> 1. 
Proof. Suppose b= 1. Then p=0 and the edge E of (38) connects (a, 1) and (0, 1) 
and h=yH,  H~C[x] .  Let xl be a linear factor of H and put H=x~H 1, H~O 
(modxl) .  Then in terms of x I and Yl =Y, 
f =y~nx~mnl(xl)m + ~. Zi jx li Y1"3 
j<m 
Thus the basic web W1 for ( f ,g)  in terms of (xl,Yl) has (a, 1) and (c, 1) as vertices. 
But since Wl must have a vertex (0, l) with 1 >0,  this is impossible. Thus b> 1. 
40. Lemma. Let f, g, m, n, d, W, (a,b) and (p,q) be as in (38). l f  a>b>O and 
(a, b) = 1, then p > O. 
Proof. Suppose p_<0. Then b> 1 by (39). Let h be a (p, q)-form given by (12). First 
suppose that p<0.  Since a>b> 1 and W has a vertex (0,c) with c>0,  
-p  <b-c  b -1  b 
_ ~ < ~ < - < 1 .  
q a a a 
Since -p /q  < 1, p + q > 0 and hence, by (29), [h, w] = h for some (p, q)-form w. Then 
by (36), h is a monomial. Thus p=O. Since b>l  and (a,b)= 1, b does not divide 
a. Thus by (35), h = (x -A)ay  b for some A ~C. In terms of the variables xl =x-A  
and y~ =y,  we are in the case p<0.  
41. We can now prove the final lemma (16). In fact, let (a, b) be a (1, 1)-leading point 
of W; a + b = d. If d = 1, then W is clearly a triangle. Assume d is a prime number. 
We may assume that (a, b) is a positive vertex of W, say a> b. We want to show 
that b = 0. Suppose b > 0. Then (a, b) = 1. Let E be the left edge of W from (a, b), 
(p, q) its direction and h a (p, q)-form given by (12). Then by (40), p>0.  Then by 
(38), q= 1 and (O, pa+ b) is the other vertex of E. But since (a, b) is a (1, 1)-leading 
point of W, pa+b<d.  Thus p= 1 and h=(x+Ay)ay b for some A ~C × (cf. (38)). 
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Put xl =x+Ay and y l=y  and consider the basic web WI for (f,g) in terms of 
(xl ,yl) .  (a, b) is the (1, 1)-leading point of W 1 and is a positive vertex of W 1 . Apply- 
ing the same argument to WI we arrive at a contradiction. 
42. It remains to prove Lemma (24). We approach this quite formally. Let 
t, xl, x2, ... be variables and consider the ring 
R = C It, t- l ,  xi, x2, ... ]. 
Let ct and J be integers > 0 and introduce a grading on R by assigning degrees to 
t and the xi's by 
degt=J  and degx i= Ja - i .  
43. Lemma. Let fl be an integer >0 and put yj =0 for all j<O and y0 = t B. Then 
there exists a family of  homogeneous polynomials yj ~ R of  degree J f l - j  such that 
ayj t ayj_, 
- -  - - -  (E )  
Oxi a at 
for all i>0  andje7/ .  
Proof.  Let j > 0 and assume we have Yt for all l<j. In view of (E), to see yj exists, 
it is sufficient o verify that 
o o 
for all i>0  and k>0.  Since j - i< j ,  
and this is equal to the right side of (F) by symmetry. 
(F) 
44. Let { yj} be the general solution of (E). Since yj_ i = 0 for i > j ,  yj is independent 
of  xi for i > j .  By the degree condition, yj contains a term of the form ct v with an 
arbitrary constant c~ C iff j > 0 and J divides j ,  and if so, v = f l - j / J .  If specific 
numbers are chosen for the arbitrary constants, the resulting family is called a par- 
ticular system. 
45. Lemma. Let { yj} be a particular system and let {ui} and {oj} be families oJ 
differentiable functions C × C ~ C such that ui = 0 for i < 0 and u o = h~. Given j > O, 
i f  ot =yt(h, Ul, ..., u) for all l<j,  then 
~. [uj_t, ot] = [h, ah a- l(oj - wj)], where wj =yj(h, Ul, ..., uj). 
I 
Proof.  Let ' indicate the partial derivative with respect o either variable in the do- 
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main. We have u~ = ah ~- i h' and 
, Oyt  l OYl , 
D ' "~ -~ h ' q- i = l ~ -~iX i u i 
for all 1< j with the understanding that the partial derivatives of Yt are evaluated 
at (h, ul, . . . ,  u). Thus 
and 
J j - I  
[Uj_ I' oil = o~hCt - 1 [h, oj] + ~_, [Uj _ I' oil, 
1=0 I=0 
' -' Oyt J - '~ ayt J~ [u:_,,o,]=l~ -~ [uj_,,h]+ ~ ~ [uj_,,ud. 
1=0 l=0 1=1 i=1 ~X/ 
By using (E) one easily verifies that 
j- l OYt = aha_ l -~- [uj_t, h] [wi, h] 
/=0 
and 
1 I Oy I
J~ ~ [Uj- l ,  Ui] 
/=1 i=1 ~X/ 
Thus we get the equality. 
=0. 
46. Let (p, q) be a direction and h a (p, q)-form of degree ~ which is not a proper 
power. Put 
Dp, q :  {pi + qj l i >-O,j >-O }. 
Let uo=h a and oo=h ~. Let u i (resp. oj) be a (p,q)-form of degree ~a- i  
(resp. ~f l - j )  with the agreement that ui=O (resp. oj=0) if i<0  (resp. j<0)  or 
t~a- i ~ Dp, q (resp. ~f l - j  ¢~ Op, q). 
Lemma. Let h, ui and oj be as above. Given r > O, i f  
[u j_ 1, or] = 0 for  all j < r, (G) 
l 
then there exists a particular system {y j} such that 
oj=yj(h,u 1,...,uj) for  a l l j<r .  
Proof. Since oo=h#=Yo(h), the claim is true for j_<0. Let 0<j<r  and assume it 
for all l<j .  Then by (45), [h, o j -  wj] = 0, where wj =yj(h, ul, . . . ,  uj). Suppose 
oj:/: wj. If v>0 is sufficiently large, then hV(oj-wj) is a (p,q)-form of degree 
a=Ov+Of l - j  >O and 
[h, hV(o: - wA] = O. 
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Put z = (J, a )= ( J , j ) .  Then by (22), there is a (p, q)-form hi of degree r such that 
h-h~/ r  and hV(o j  .x  ,.olr -- w j j  - -  n I . 
Since h is not a proper power, r=a and J divides j and we get that oj= 
wj + ch B-j/a for some c e C. Absorbing the term ct a-j/6 into yj, we obtain the claim 
for j .  
47. Lemma. Let h, u i and oy be as in (46) and put  r= Ja + J f l -p -q .  I f  (G) holds 
and 
E [Ur - I ,  oil -- 1, (H) 
I 
then there exist a (p, q)-form w and an integer N > 0 such that 
[h, wl = h N. 
Proof .  By (46), oj=yj(h,u 1, . . . ,uj)  for all j<r .  Then by (45), 
[h, ¢~h a -  1 (o r _ Wr)] - 1, 
where Wr=Yr(h, Ul, ...,Ur). I f  N>0 is sufficiently large, then w=hN+a- l (o  r -  Wr) 
is a (p, q)-form and [h, w] -h~ 
48. We can now prove (24). Let 
f=~f i  and g=~,g j  
i j 
be the (p, q)-decompositions a in (23). Put ui =fdm-i (resp. Oj =gan-j) with the 
agreement about u i = 0 (resp. oj = 0) as in (46). Then the conditions (B) become the 
conditions (G) and (H) and we have u o -  h m and oo-h  n. We may assume that 
u o = h m and Oo = h n. h may be a proper power; put h = h~, where hi is not a proper 
power. Put (~=dp, q(hl), a=em and f l=en. Then d=eJ ,  Ja=dm and J f l=dn. By 
(47) there exist a (p, q)-form w and an integer Nl > 0 such that [hi, w] = h N~. Since 
[hi, hlw] = hlNl + 1, we may assume that N1 - 1 (mode). Then 
[h, w] =eh~-  l [h l ,  w] - h~ - l + NI = h N, 
where N= 1 + (N1-  1)/e. This proves (24) and the proof of the theorem is now 
complete. 
49. We conclude the paper with some remarks. Let f, g, m, n, d and W be as in (14). 
When d is a prime number we get that m = 1 or n = 1 by looking at the edges of W 
(other than the horizontal and vertical edges). Even if d is not a prime number, if 
d is small, we get that m = 1 or n = 1 by looking at the edges of W. Such is the case 
for d=4,  6 and 8; in Lemma (36) even if (a ,b )~ l ,  if a+b___8, then we get that 
h =xay b. 
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50. But when d= 9 we can no longer get that m = 1 or n = 1 by just looking at the 
edges of W. In fact, if (a, b) = (6, 3), then there are ( -  1, 3)-forms h and w such that 
[h, w] =h and h is not a monomial. Also there are (1,-1)-forms h and w such that 
[h, w] = h and h is not a monomial. This means that in order to get m = 1 or n = 1 
we must dig deeper into the interior points of S t. and S~ (i.e., the interior points of 
mW and nW). 
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